
 

 

 

 

Types of conditionals : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I- what conditional are these sentences: 

 

 Types of conditional 

sentences 0 1 2 3 

If it were sunny, we would go for a walk     

If you sit in the sun for too long, you will get a headache.      

Tom would have applied for the job if he had known about it.     

If I were you, I wouldn’t miss such an opportunity.     

If you heat ice, it melts.     

If Jane had come earlier, she would have cooked dinner.     

If you through a stone to the river, it sinks.      

 

II- complete these sentences 

 

1. The children………………….(not/catch) a cold if they had stayed at home and hadn’t played in 

the rain. 

2. Tom ……………(apply) for the job if  he had known about it. 

3. If  I…………..(be) rich, I would travel around the world. 

4. If you heat water ,it………………(vapour) 

5. Jane wouldn’t have cooked dinner if she………………..(come) home late. 

6. If she …………..(live) on a farm, she would milk the cows. 

7. If the weather …………………(be ) nice, they would have played football. 

8. If you had studied for the test, you ………………………………. (pass) it.  

9. If you …………………………………….(ask) me, I would have helped you.  

10. If we had gone to the cinema, we ……………………….( see ) my friend Jacob.  

 

Zero conditional                                                           General truth             

Form:  If + Simple Present, Simple Present 

               Example: if you heat water to a 100c◦, it boils 

 

First Conditional                                                          Real,Present/Future 

Form: If+ Simple Present, Simple Future 

              Example: if students work hard, they will succeed.  

 

Second Conditional                                                      Imaginary in the present, unreal 

Form: If+ Simple Past, would+ present infinitive 

              Example: if I were rich, I would buy an ipad.  

 

Third Conditional                                                         Imaginary in  the past 

Form: If+ Past Perfect, would + perfect infinitive 

            Example: If Sarah had gone to school, she wouldn’t have missed several lessons. 

 


